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Abstract: Big Data is dealt by every organization which serves large number of users. Efficiently fetching, transferring, storing, cleaning, sanitizing,
querying and extracting information from Big Data is a daunting task because a single machine and the traditional algorithms can’t handle this staggering
amount of data tractably. Now not all data comes in the form that can be directly processed by automated programs. Before feeding the data into huge
data processing systems[1]. It is necessary to treat raw data to convert it into a consistent format. This is done using data cleaning, sanitization and
transformation operations. In this paper we present a neat framework for data cleaning and transformation operation which can be integrated in existing
Map Reduce (Hadoop) infrastructures. This framework can be standardized and be adopted by corporations for their Big Data processing tasks.
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Introduction
Internet based organizations collect a lot of data from
various sources. For example, log files, user click stream,
posts, comments, user agent, ip addresses, geo location. In
today web scale companies, this amount of data becomes
staggeringly huge over time. Building applications on top of
this data have their own challenges. Some of them have
been discussed in [2]. As the data keeps on growing and
the scale increasing, previously written applications may
break. This is discussed in [3]. Extract, Transform and
Load (ETL) refers to a process in database usage and
especially in data warehousing that: Extracts data from
homogeneous
or
heterogeneous
data
sources
Transforms the data for storing it in proper format or
structure for querying and analysis purpose Loads it into the
final target (database, more specifically, operational data
store, data mart, or data warehouse)[8] ETL jobs are
becoming popular now a day in the industry which integrate
fetching, cleaning and processing of data and storing
results. Usually all the three phases execute in parallel
since the data extraction takes time, so while the data is
being pulled another transformation process executes,
processing the already received data and prepares the data
for loading and as soon as there is some data ready to be
loaded into the target, the data loading kicks off without
waiting for the completion of the previous phases. ETL
systems commonly integrate data from multiple applications
(systems), typically developed and supported by different
vendors or hosted on separate computer hardware. The
disparate systems containing the original data are
frequently managed and operated by different employees.
For example a cost accounting system may combine data
from payroll, sales and purchasing.

platforms’ APIs. Different platforms will provide access to
the data in different ways. For example, for the version of
game running on Facebook platform, user’s identity can be
the Facebook ID. On the other hand, for the Android
platform it can be the handset’s IMEI number or the user’s
Google account, choosen at the discretion of game
developer. The extracted data from different data sources is
stored in a single format usually JSON or BSON. Storing in
a single format makes applying the transformations easy
and decouples it with the Extraction process.

Figure 3.1(a) Basic ETL process

ETL
It is a popular architectural pattern for data warehousing.
ETL stands for Extract, Transform, Load. A detailed
treatment of ETL can be found in [4]. A brief overview of the
steps in ETL follows.

Extract
Extract refers to extracting data from various sources that
produce them. Data ware-housing systems collate data
from various logically related sources as shown in figure
3.1. For example, a social gaming company that has its
products on Android, iOS, Facebook, Blackberry platforms
will collect as much useful data as possible by using these

Figure 3.1(b) ETL process in simple language
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Transform

Handlers

The transform phase applies rules and functions to the data
to ensure homogeneity by cleaning up and sanitizing data.
It is made sure that the records interesting for and expected
by the data processing phase remain and others are
discarded. We have identified following transformations that
are usually performed on the raw data: Projection:
Projection operation projects certain columns and discards
others. This is because, not all columns collected from the
data sources are relevant to every data processing task.
Each data processing task requires a certain set of columns
as its inputs. Translation: A data collection system may
encode attribute values differently than expected by the
data warehousing system. For example the source type
field can have integral values as 1 for Facebook, 2 for
Android, 3 for Blackberry and 4 for IOS. But the data
processing system may represent them as characters F for
Facebook, A for Android, B for Blackberry and I for IOS. The
translation operation performs such translations and adapts
incoming data to the expected format.

Transformation Handler is an interface implemented by all
handler classes. It exposes a
single method named
transform that takes as input a list containing individual map
of key value pairs where each map represents a record.
The method returns a list of trans-formed records. We have
identified eight kinds of transformations mostly prevalent
now a day whose implementation in our architecture is
discussed below. Each transformation kind is specified by
an abstract class that implements the Transformation
Handler interface.

Derivation:
This operation involves deriving new columns based on the
values in existing columns. For example, an age column
can be derived from the birthday column which involves a
trivial calculation.

Sorting :
The rows can be sorted based on the values in a particular
column.

De-duplication:
This operation involves removal of some rows depending
on the duplicate values in one or more designated columns.

Aggregation:
This involves applying aggregate functions on a particular
column that summarizes several rows and reduces the
number of rows to be processed.

Splitting:
This involves splitting a single column into multiple ones. An
example can be a column that has values as a comma
separated list.

Validation:
This involves performing validation on certain fields. If a
particular field value doesn’t pass validation certain actions
may be taken to convert it into a valid data item or the entire
row may be rejected.

Load
This phase involves transferring the transformed data into
the storage system which can be a distributed file system
like HDFS[5]or a NoSQL[6] database or a full fledged data
warehouse[7] We present handler based architecture for a
data cleaning framework that can be used before the map
operations. The inheritance hierarchy in Fig. 3.2 illustrates
the relations between the handlers and their organisation.
We implemented the framework in Java programming
language.

Figure 3.2: Inheritance hierarchy of handler based
architecture
Usage
This framework can be used by following the steps below:
Subclass provided abstract classes and implements the
required methods. Also implement the algorithm objects for
the derivation handler, aggregation handler and validation
handlers. Once all the concrete subclasses have been
written, a main method in a separate Main class can be
used to instantiate and apply all the handlers in the user
defined sequence on the input set of records which should
be in the form of a list of records where each record is a
map of string, string pairs. A separate class should be
responsible for converting the input set of records into the
data structure expected by the handlers. After all the
handlers have been applied, another class should be used
to perform the inverse of previous step. The transformed
data can be loaded into the data warehouse or HDFS or a
NoSQL database.

Conclusion
Most organizations don’t use a standard technique for data
cleaning. The framework proposed by us can be
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standardized and used by any company for their data
cleaning and sanitizing operations. It scales well, is modular
and follows software engineering principles. The framework
was proved to work on a large dataset in an industrial
setting.
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